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Dear  
 
I wonder if you can help obtain some answers for us to relay to patients and residents? We have 
recently had PPG queries on the following town centre aspects: 
 
1.  Pharmacy Parking - I have pasted the actual email query: 

“Another issue is the issue of parking near and around the chemists in LB High 
Street due to no parking for blue badges or anyone .  Thought I would mention this.   
 
As the chemists will start charging to deliver the tablets etc., (gosset boxes) as of 
November, this will be an issue for more people than normal, due to Covid etc., so 
many more people will be in poverty due to losing their jobs etc., will the surgery be 
able to process the tablets/prescriptions - as they have adequate blue badge parking 
for example?  Or can they raise the issue on behalf of the community about this 
decision to close the high street off - especially near the chemists? Boots, Lloyds 
and Rosehills.  The Council are quoting Covid restrictions - but the high street is 
wide enough to have a one way system - even if the High Street is closed on a 
Tuesday or Saturday (or limited access to the top end near the Chemists?)” 
 
2. Several patients have asked: 
 
Why have Taxis been given priority in the lower High Street/Bridge Street and buses 
re-routed along West Street? Taxis are used by those who can afford them whilst 
those who are elderly and vulnerable are more likely to use their free bus pass. Now 
they have to walk much further to West Street and wait next to heavy traffic and 
horrendous fumes at the side of the road. Was there no better way?Why could the 
buses not go in and out of Church Square and individual taxis called in on a need 
basis from an out of town taxi park? 
 
Many feel that by making it very awkward for residents to use the High Street shops 
by re-routing buses and stops further away and limiting ‘quick and accessible’ 
parking to drop off and pick up, the residents will find other places to go eg MK1 or 
Bletchley. Surely need to ENCOURAGE not discourage shoppers into our High 
Street.  
 
Many thanks, 
 
Chair of Bassett Road PPG 
 


